
 

Muir of Ord Hall & Facilities Company 

Minutes – Thursday 3rd March 2016 

7.30pm – Muir Matters office 

 

Directors present: Stephen Pennington (Chair), Mike Atkinson, Jem Taylor, Liz Galashan, 

Frances MacGruer, David Cameron 

Also present: Nina Graham (Company Development Manager) (Minutes), Hannah 

MacSween (Community Development Manager) 

Apologies: Tom Inglis, Richard Gosling 

Action 

1. Welcome  

 Liz Galashan was welcomed as a newly elected director to the board at the AGM.  

 

 Stephen proposed that we should formally co-opt David Cameron for a further term as 

Treasurer onto the Board. This was unanimously approved. 

 

Formal thanks were expressed for the work that Brian Thom did during his time as a 

director.  Brian opted to step down at the AGM. 

 

Gary Tuach’s Nomination Form to become a Director was accepted.  Stephen will write to 

Gary to formally invite him to join the board.   SP 

 

2. Declarations of Interest 

 None 

 

3. Minutes of previous meeting on 7 January 2016 

 The Minutes were approved by David and seconded by Stephen. 

 

4. Matters arising 

 Two meetings have taken place with the Calman Trust.  Parameters were set at the last 

meeting but not agreed.  The next step is to draft a Memorandum of Understanding or 

Terms of Reference with a view to the final draft being signed off at the May board 

meeting which Isobel Grigor (Chief Executive) and Matt Tyrer (Assistant Chief Executive) 

will attend.   DC 

 

 A working group of Hannah, David and Stephen and others will work on the draft 

agreement based on examples of Calman Trust’s agreements with others.  Hannah will 

arrange a meeting on 29th March 2016 to discuss the first draft.  Calman Trust have 

indicated that they might need to review the rental agreement of £10k per annum at some 

point.  David suggested that open book accounting would make clear how Calman Trust 

was performing financially.   HM 

 

 Due to space restrictions at The Muir Hub, it will not be possible to provide a training 

kitchen there but the kitchen at the Village Hall has the capacity.  This would satisfy the Big 



 

Lottery Fund’s (BLF) project outcomes around training.  Matt Trler is visiting on 18th March 

2016 to meet Hannah and look at the kitchen’s suitability.  There is the potential for him 

to submit a limited ‘wish list’ to meet requirements. HM 

 

5. The Muir Hub (Tom) 

 Tom submitted a paper in advance of the meeting describing the latest progress with 

construction work and financial matters.  It was noted that changes to the gable end are 

possible.   

 

 While opening up the roof area, the contractor discovered a school register dating back 

over 100 years.  It is currently with Muir Matters.  The document is in good condition and 

needs to be protected from the damage that could ensue from handling.  Options for 

conserving the document are being explored. 

 

6. Finance (David) 

 No progress on the 2015/16 position yet.  It was agreed that the Village Hall needs a cash 

flow projection and to take account of the Hall closing during the confirmed upgrade and 

additional costs for cleaning and hall booking administrator services.  Nina and Richard will 

begin the process of Nina taking over general bookkeeping from him. NG/RG 

 

7. Company Development Manager’s report (Nina) 

 Stephen submitted the latest Grant Claim Form to the Scottish Government today.  As 

funding has been extended to March 2017, Nina and Stephen will outline the roles and 

tasks for that period and bring them to the April board meeting for approval. NG/SP 

  

8. Community Development Manager’s report (Hannah) 

 The Heritage and Education & Training local interest groups need more volunteers to set-

up and run them.  Hannah stressed that these LIGs do not need to be up and running when 

The Muir Hub opens but the interest in them does need to be established. HM 

 

 Hannah contacted the Highland Archive for advice on conserving the school register which 

was not forthcoming.   Mike suggested that she contact his wife, Erica, who is a 

conservator.  It was agreed not to publicise the find until a decision was made on how to 

treat it.   HM 

 

 Hannah has made an application to Grow Your Own Cinema which will provide peer-to-

peer support for 20 communities who do not have a film club already.  She met with Robert 

Livingston, Chief Executive of Regional Screen Scotland, also known as Screen Machine.  

Due to the expense of licensing per film, the challenge will be to cover the costs with a 36 

seat capacity.  Ticket prices are still to be set. 

 

 Hannah attended Profit Through Creativity at Nairn Community & Arts Centre where the 

key message was about making profit other than from financial means.  She noted that the 

seating arrangement had to meet fire safety standards, a consideration for The Muir Hub. 

 

 Strathpeffer Community Centre offers a range of paid-for courses.  While attending 

Advanced Social Media there, Hannah noted that 3 attendees bought courses.  SCE also 

sell vouchers for events such as Mothers’ Day.   



 

 

 Facebook has been enlivened with popular features such as Throwback Thursday which 

had a strong response and over 900 likes.  This is a great opportunity to post stories and 

photos with Muir Matters offering to provide photos from their archive. 

 

 Hannah has made progress with making Dropbox more accessible for users in the 

Development Sub-Group by tidying up folders and conducting a session on what items to 

add and how to amend them. 

 

 The Development Sub Group (DSG) is acutely aware that meeting once a month means 

only 8 meetings until opening.  The two key working groups in the overall action plan are 

the Operational Planning Group (OPG) and the Marketing Group (MG) who each impact 

on the other.  In order to check their understanding of their remit with the board, Hannah 

will set up a meeting between the OPG and the board asap.  The DSG also wants guidance 

and input from the board to ensure that procedures match policy in the form of ‘how to’.  

The BLF bid serves as a reference. HM 

 

 Hannah and Liz highlighted that getting people to lead groups is an ongoing issue.  They 

stressed that the DSG needed to understand expectations and that the turnout for 

decision-making is paramount.  Stephen noted the value in having both Liz and Hannah at 

the table to provide feedback.   

 

 The board unanimously supported the process of choosing the name of the ‘hub’ which 

they thought was excellent.  Liz had already spoken with the DSG to underline the process 

that they had agreed. 

 

 Liz and Hannah have conducted Hannah’s first quarterly review which included a staff 

performance review and personal development procedures. 

 

 Drafts of the marketing proposal for The Muir Hub were shared around the table for 

comments on the colour, font and shape of the logos which need to apply to the Company 

as a whole.  The DSG have seen and are pleased with them.  David Rudge is a graphic 

designer who has volunteered his expertise to produce these visuals which he will work 

up.  The original design for the Muir of Ord was also considered for its value and 

appropriateness in line with these new designs.  The overall feedback was very positive. 

 

9. Village Hall 

 Nina and Hannah are now based in the office full-time although they still need various 

items.  They will make a list and email it to Stephen to make the purchases.   NG/HM 

 

 Joanne Cameron was appointed on 22nd February 2016 as the new hall booking 

administrator.  She needs a mobile.  Nina and Stephen are organising this. NG/SP 

 

 Funding awards and applications 

 The Community Council agreed that £70k could be drawn down from SSE’s Fairbairn Wind 

Farm Fund for the Village Hall.  This is very welcome news which makes the proposed 

upgrade a reality.  Nina is in contact with Fiona Morrison about drawing down the funds. NG 

 



 

 Nina is awaiting quotes to finalise the application to the Energy Saving Fund for the sum 

already agreed of £21,829. 

 

 The decision on the application to the Sustainable Development Fund is expected in April 

2016.  The application is for funding to convert the room currently leased by Black Isle 

Bikes into a high functioning office space to create a stable income stream. 

 

 The application to the Ward Discretionary Fund for £3,920 was successful.  This covers the 

cost of purchasing the Ord Totz shed, fitting it out with shelves and flooring, and repairing 

and insulating the ceiling in the room previously used for storage by Ord Totz.  

 

 Nina will draw together a working group to contribute to the upgrade plan.  Those involved 

so far include Jem, Richard, the management group – Carol Rose, Hilary Ross and Christine 

Hammond - and Joanne Cameron.  Gary Tuach will be invited to join due to his knowledge 

and experience of the construction industry. NG 

 

 A recent fire safety inspection highlighted that the building has no smoke/heat detectors.  

Nina requested a recommendation report and was quoted £1560 + VAT by MacGregor’s 

for the design, supply and installation of a fire alarm/detection system to BS5839-1:2013 

Catergory L2 with 13 no. smoke/heat detectors.  Since SSE emphasise health and safety in 

their application forms, this is a cost we may be able to include for funding. 

 

10. Governance 

 Nina and Hannah still do not have staff contracts.  Stephen will meet Nina and Hannah 

separately to complete the contracts with a deadline of 31st March 2016.   SP 

 

 Nina will contact DTAS and SCVO for advice on data protection. NG 

 

 To avoid delays in signing and issuing cheques, it was agreed that in future, payment of 

cleaning and hall booking administrator services will be made by bank transfer.  On 

receipt of timesheets, Nina will submit the hours to Stephen. NG/SP 

 

11. Asset transfer from the Muir of Ord & District Community Association 

 The ‘Charity Reorganisation – Summary of Application’ was published on the OSCR website 

on 19 February 2016 with a deadline for representation of 31 March 2016.  Nina will find 

out next steps and possible timescale. NG 

 

 Nina met with Alan Fraser who raised a number of questions about the gala.  Stephen 

suggested that Alan presents a paper with his recommendations for the board to discuss 

at the next meeting. NG 

 

 The gala offers Calman Trust a marketing opportunity leading up to the opening of The 

Muir Hub and to the Company to make itself more visible to the community. 

 

12. Community broadband proposal 

 Stephen Mackenzie is investigating installing high speed broadband with 802Works, Global 

Energy and Community Broadband Scotland.  The Community Council and SSE have 

indicated their support for a community broadband scheme to administer the service.   



 

 

 Mike volunteered to check the % of homes in our area not covered by BT. MA 

 

13. Any Other Business 

 A single supplier is preferred for gas and electricity across the property portfolio.  EDF are 

providing power to The Muir Hub and SSE to the Village Hall and the Pavilion.  Nina will do 

some basic research. NG 

 

14. Next board meeting 

 Thursday 7th April at 7.30pm in the Muir Matters office. 

 

 


